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Mosaic Magic offers 15 stylish and practical mosaic projects for the home and garden along with
project variations, additional ideas and a comprehensive section on materials and techniques.
Whether the reader is a beginner or looking to improve their current skills, this book explores the
craft of mosaics, using historic mosaic ideas and inspiration as the basis for chic, contemporary
designs. Clear step-by-step instructions make the projects achievable for everyone regardless of
skill level or available crafting time.

About the AuthorAngie Weston trained as a fine art painter in the 1980s and is now a mosaic
artist specializing in practical pieces for everyday use in the home and garden. She exhibits in
London and South East England and runs residential mosaic courses from her studio in France.
Her work can be seen at www.mosaic-courses.com.
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Lady Backwoods, “Excellent For Basic Instruction!. I have several mosaic books, and I enjoyed
how this one "kept" you grounded with the basics. Very easy to follow, excellent "INTRO" to
mosaics.”

Sherry Roberts, “Five Stars. Awesome!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Love this book.”

K. Miller, “Excellent book.. Excellent book. Good ideas, good pictures, good instructions. Would
recommend to others starting out with glass mosaics.”

Karal Schweinsbergen, “Mosaic Magic. Great book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good basic book. As a newbie, I think this book covered a lot of ground.
The design projects weren't run of the mill or too rustic-looking. The contents were thorough. All
materials, tools and techniques were well explained and accompanied by pictures/examples.
There are 15 excellent projects from napkin rings, to vases, to bookends - all well explained and
with great pictures. Templates and supplies are also included. All in all a good book for a
beginner and perhaps for more advanced.”

Frenchie, “Fab Ideas. Bought this book as a birthday gift but had a sneak preview before
wrapping!! There are lots of fantastic ideas with step by step picture instructions. Even had
pattern templates in the back of the book to enlarge on a copier. I had thought of trying my hand
at mosaic making and after looking through this book I will definately be in the craft shop
stocking up on tiles!!! The birthday recipient also thought it was fab too. Excellent buy and would
defo recommend!!”

Ali C, “Great content, perfect for beginners. I've given 5 stars for the content of the book , it's
exactly what I wanted for a friend who is just starting to do mosaic.However, I bought a used
copy and it's a lesson learnt if you but a used manual as it was very shabby and "dog earred" A
real disappointment as it was a gift!”

GaiaMisti, “Stupendous. If there is only one mosaic book you can afford to buy, this is the one. It
is packed full of great ideas, brilliant photography, easy to understand instructions and is simply
the perfect book.”

rog05j86, “Excellent book, top service.. Very good volume, excellent condition, very well
presented and securely packaged for delivery. The book is a gift for my wife and is very



informative - I might even have a go myself!”

Mrs Gail R Collingwood, “Definitely magic!. Beautiful book with a variety of projects for beginners
to the experienced. The photographs are lovely and the instructions are clear.”

The book by Angie Weston has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 41 people have provided feedback.
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